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Is Tape Dead?
What’s Old is New

I s tape dead? No way! Good ideas never
go out of style. Writing to a portable

magnetic medium is an old idea, but
increased capacity and speed update its
capability. And, as anyone who has done
the ROI analysis will tell you, tape is, and
will continue to be for the foreseeable future,
the most cost-effective storage medium
available. Other aspects that come into play
are tape’s relative incorruptibility, portability
and long storage life for archival purposes.

Basic cost is perhaps the most commonly
cited advantage of tape over other storage
media — by some estimates, tape is up to 25
times less expensive than hard drives. Even
if that ratio is smaller, it is still a big cost
savings. Not only is the media itself less
expensive, but the simpler a system is to
implement (i.e., tape vs. mirroring or other
existing technologies), the fewer highly-
trained personnel are needed to monitor it, thus
cutting down on the man-hours expended.

STAYING POWER

While magnetic tape technology has been
around since the ’50s, if you think about it,
this is not really a disadvantage. Once you
get over the need to have the coolest new
technology, you realize that the staying
power of a technology is actually an advan-
tage. Changing technology that makes old
technology obsolete is a hindrance, not a
help, in long-term storage planning. As
storage industry guru Ralph Kimball says, for
all intents and purposes, his eight-inch flop-
pies are as archaic (unrecoverable) as Liner A,
an ancient, obsolete written language.

Several participants in tape discussion
forums recently bragged of having archived
tapes that were over 20 years old — and
still readable. Tapes now being made will
still be readable in 20 years, too. Hard drive
technology does not have a shelf life.

Furthermore, efforts in developing open
architecture technology for next-generation
tape media to standardize formats, such as
Linear Tape Open (LTO), will continue to
keep new generations of hardware back-
wards compatible.

Speaking of shelf life, that is another often
unsung virtue of tape. Having an extra hard
drive or even a mirrored disk does not help
you when your database becomes corrupted
and you want to restore data from a year ago.
The mirror will be corrupted as well, and it
is not practical to have years of history
stored on disks. Tape is efficiently archival,
whereas disk is not, and will not be anytime
in the foreseeable future. Even the space to
store the storage medium is an issue to con-
sider. Rent is a growing budgetary factor, so
the density and compact storability of tape is
another advantage. Thus, tape storage claims
less real estate, providing additional savings.

Tape speeds and storage capabilities are
starting to expand at a rate that almost
equals that of hard drives. Currently, the
highest capacity tape in the open systems
space is the 110GB SuperDLT, which can
hold 48 percent more than the approximate
74GB that a single large server disk can
hold. By 2007, LTO will store up to 1.6TB of
data on a single tape; currently, the Ultrium
can store 200GB at 2:1 compression.

Restore speeds are also accelerating
rapidly. LTO format provides transfer rates
of 10 to 20MB per second (MBPS) native,
and fourth generation will provide up to
320MBPS. DLT transfers at around 6 to
12MBPS. In the case of disaster recovery
(which hopefully none of us will ever have
to go through), a backup on tape is the easiest
and fastest medium to use.

Tape’s “older” features are also still very
valuable. Portability is a main asset — being
able to physically locate a tape where you
want (such as locked away, or carried home by

the IT personnel for security of backups), and
write/read a label on it to identify it by eye.

Physical objects are still easier to use than
virtual. Many people still use an address/day
book rather than a Palm Pilot because it is just
simpler. Open it up to the “P”s and they are all
there — a single movement yields your
answer as opposed to navigating through sev-
eral menus. Similarly, printed documentation
still has the edge over online documentation
for the majority of users, due to its greater
accessibility and lower degree of difficulty.

Going back to an issue I mentioned earlier,
tape is safe and reliable because of its relative
non-corruptibility. Its portability means that it
can be segregated from any system and remain
unaffected by any systemic virus, crash or
other physical disaster. Other advantages that
users mention are tape’s cross-platform
readability and also its re-writeabilty.

THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB

Of course, not all of these issues pertain to
all circumstances, and there are certainly situ-
ations where hard drives, or even CD-ROMs
and/or optical media, are going to be more
appropriate solutions. Small shops especially
may not need the enormous capacity and
speed that tape supplies, and can look to sin-
gle disk solutions. Optical disks are providing
an excellent way of saving brokerage cus-
tomers’ statements, replacing reams of paper
files in a way that tape is just not appropriate
for. Nonetheless, rumors of tape’s demise
have been greatly exaggerated.  
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